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GRANORTE is a Portuguese family company, founded in 1972 to recycle the cork 
waste from the wine cork stoppers manufacturing industry. 
From the beginning we have dedicated our attention to product research and 
development, resulting on innovative production processes and technical 
excellence. Our significant know-how in cork allowed us to develop into an 
expanding producer of technical solutions using cork. Today, GRANORTE is a 
leading cork manufacturer and producer of environmentally responsible and 
cutting-edge cork designs. 

Innovative manufacturing techniques adopted by GRANORTE have transformed 
cork into a trend-inspiring interior material, rivalling other products not only in terms 
of design flexibility and performance, but also durability and sustainability.
Using nature-inspired designs combined with state-of-the-art technology, 
GRANORTE has created a design world of almost limitless boundaries that 
capture the imagination and inspire beautiful and eco-friendly interiors, giving 
people better, brighter and healthier spaces to live, work and play.



Sustainability

The impressive environmental properties of cork have made it a firm favourite with 
ecologically conscious designers and specifiers. Not only are NuSpa products 
created from waste cork supplied by wine stopper manufacturers, cork in itself is 
derived from the bark of a tree, which regrows over time. This means that cork can 
be harvested from the same tree for up to 200 years, and no trees are harmed in 
the process.



NuSpa

Surprising forms with new applications are sculpted from cork in NuSpa from 
Granorte. Formed from one of nature’s most sustainable and renewable resources, 
a free-standing bath, washbasin and stool give new identity to cork, a new 
relationship with beautiful and practical results.



Produced by machining a solid block of agglomerated cork with a remarkable 
seven-axis robotic sculptor that is capable of intricate and large forms, NuSpa 
breaks new ground. Harnessing the properties of cork, the innovative structures 
bring advantages to bathroom objects.  
Naturally insulating to maintain water temperature for longer, more comfortable, 
safer in impact and above all sustainable, NuSpa bathroom objects are unique, 
exclusive and entirely unexpected. 

Material: 100% post-industrial recycled natural cork 
Development & Production: Granorte
Design: Alzira Peixoto and Carlos Mendonça



Designers

Graduated in Industrial Design, Alzira Peixoto and Carlos Mendonça develop 
their activity as Designers and Consultants in several areas of Design since 1995. 
They attended as guests in various lectures, seminars, workshops and selection 
boards in several countries, being repeatedly highlighted by the press and have 
their work published in magazines, books and catalogues over the years.
As a team, they created SimpleFormsDesign, a company well associated with 
the use of new materials, which they transform in lifestyle objects with a very 
personal and innovative language, internationally recognized by Red Dot, DME or 
DesignPreis awards.
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Comfortable - Warm - Naturally insulating - Safe - Eco-friendly - Sustainable  - Unique - Exclusive - Unexpected - 100% post-industrial recycled natural cork - Manufactured through an eco-efficient process
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Product with Cork Mark symbol, identifying that it is 
made with genuine natural, renewable and biodegradable cork.
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Development & Production.
GRANORTE Revestimentos de cortiça, Lda.

Design. 
Alzira Peixoto & Carlos Mendonça

Photography.
Alberto Plácido

Computational Design.
Arch. Filipe Afonso
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